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Critical Pedagogy in Library Collections:
Conducting a DEI Library Audit with Student Interns
Veronica Wells, Michele Gibney, Mickel Paris, Corey Pﬁtzer
University of the Paciﬁc

Land acknowledgement
Long before the land was colonized by Spanish, Mexican, and Americans, and
California’s political boundaries were set, the area was rich with diverse cultures.
According to UC Berkeley’s California Language Archive, there were as many as
20 different language families spoken in what was to become California.
Currently, Paciﬁc’s campuses are on the unceded ancestral homeland of what
was and still is Yokuts and Me-wuk/Miwok Peoples (now Stockton) Nisenan
Peoples (now Sacramento) and Ramaytush Ohlone Peoples (now San Francisco).
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1. Audit overview

“There's really no such thing as the
'voiceless'. There are only the
deliberately silenced, or the
preferably unheard.”
- Arundhati Roy, Sydney Peace Prize Lecture

Addressing Social Justice, A Memo from the President
“University Libraries will conduct a
diversity audit of its entire collection to
determine gaps in representations of
race, gender, sexual orientation,
ability and other traditionally
marginalized perspectives. The goal
is to diversify the collection to ensure
that students, faculty and staff can
access materials that reﬂect the
diversity of experiences and
perspectives of our communities. In
the meantime, Paciﬁcans can access
Resources on Bias and Racism in
America, which highlights some of the
racial justice and DEI-related titles in
our collection.”

01

“University Libraries will
conduct a diversity audit of
its entire collection...”

02

“...materials that reﬂect the
diversity of experiences and
perspectives of our
communities.”

—President Christopher Callahan
https://www.pacific.edu/about-pacific/administrative-offices/office-of-the-president/addressing-social-justice

A Critical PEdagogical Approach to the audit
“Critical information literacy considers in what ways librarians may encourage
students to engage with and act upon the power structures underpinning
information’s production and dissemination.”
-

Eamon Tewell, “A Decade of Critical Information Literacy: A Review of the
Literature” (2015)

2. Methodology

The paradox of education is precisely this - that as one begins to become
conscious one begins to examine the society in which he is being educated.
-James Baldwin, “A Talk to Teachers”, 1963

Student Learning Outcomes

1

2

3

Students will learn how
library resources are
acquired and cataloged

Students will learn
about diversity, equity,
and inclusion issues in
libraries, the context of
speciﬁc disciplines, and
in the publishing world

Students will develop
critical thinking and
information literacy
skills by assessing
materials in the library
collection

Scope of the student work on the DEI Audit
Students evaluated samples of the following
subject areas:
●
Humanities – 68,604 = 1,000
●
Social Sciences - 22,598 = 1,000
●
STEM – 11,789 = 1,000
●
Music Scores – 8,390 = 839 (10%)
●
Medicine – 3,435 = 344 (10%
●
Education – 1,607 = 161 (10%)

Students evaluated the titles for:
●
Author/editor’s gender
●
Author/editor’s ethnicity
●
Author’s LGBTQ+ identity
●
Author’s disability status
●
Cover art
●
For ﬁction titles whether or not the main
character(s) were BIPOC or LGBTQ+
●
If the book identiﬁed as anti-racist
●
If the book contained social justice
themes
●
Publisher CEO’s gender

Semi-monthly
Meetings

Readings from our semi-monthly meetings
“Measuring Diversity in
the Collection”
Article from
Library Journal

“Taking AIM: Integrating
Organization Development into
the Creation of a Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion Audit”

Conference paper

“Demographics of scholarly
publishing and communication
professionals”
Article from
Learned Publishing

“Whose Play Scripts Are Being
Published? A Diversity Audit of One
Library’s Collection”

Article from
Collection Management

“Reviewing the Book
Review”

Article from
The New York Times

Assessing student learning
●

●

●

3 questionnaires:
○ Beginning of the project
○ Middle of the project
○ End of the project
Questionnaires included:
○ 6 open-ended questions, such as “How would you describe
diversity, equity and inclusion?“
○ 3 Likert scale questions, such as “Diversity, equity and
inclusion are issues that matter to me when I select a book for
my research and studies.”
IRB approval

3. Audit Results

"You don't make
progress by
standing on the
sidelines,
whimpering and
complaining. You
make progress by
implementing
ideas."

— Shirley Chisholm

First Author/Editor Gender & Ethnicity
cis-Gender Male
Cis-gender Female
Non-binary
Multiple creators/Could
not ﬁnd

Total

White

BIPOC

% BIPOC

2,404

1,966

210

11%

431

341

57

16%

1

1

491

0%

4. Discussion

...when Education involves young people in making community changes
that matter to them...young people begin to believe in themselves and to
dream of the future.”

- Grace Lee Boggs, The Next American Revolution: Sustainable Activism for the Twenty-First Century

“How would
you describe
diversity,
equity and
inclusion?”

“different backgrounds”

“promotes differences”

“including others”
“reﬂects population”
“providing resources”
A radar plot visualization of all coding
from student answers
● Change occurs from ﬁrst to third
questionnaires
● Shift in language to active verbs
and away from deﬁnitions

“voices”

“opportunities”

Student Reﬂections
-Share results with the campus community & compare with other libraries
-Provide surveys & online Forms to students for book recommendations
-Explore grants to purchase books from underrepresented demographics
“Learning the facts about this
project will allow me to inform other
students of the importance of
diversity, equity, and inclusion in
the other parts of the university.”

“I would say that we
have a long way to go,
but we’ve made big ﬁrst
steps toward becoming
more inclusive.”

-Renew collection development guidelines
-Advertise new DEI collections to Campus community

Student reﬂection quotes
“I really enjoy the thoughtful
conversations we’re having
at the biweekly meetings.”

“The project is an important task in order to document and detail the
current status of the library in regards to DEI. Although the work is
tedious, and the results have so far reﬂected our original expectations,
it is important to have the data to back up the claims.”
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